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Power production from intermittent renewable energy resources, such as solar and wind, has increased
in the past few decades, leading researchers and engineers to establish techniques to preserve a stable
electrical grid. Consequently, hydraulic turbines are being used more frequently in transient operating
modes to regulate the grid. The present work provides a comprehensive numerical study on the transient
flow field of a high-head Francis turbine model throughout the shutdown sequence. The computations
were performed using OpenFOAM, utilizing the SST-SAS turbulence model. A Laplacian smoothing
scheme is employed to conduct the mesh deformation of the guide vane domain. The time-averaged
draft tube velocity field at the steady Best Efficiency Point (BEP) is validated against experimental
data. Then different aspects of the transient flow field in the shutdown sequence are carefully assessed
and explained for the first time. Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) analysis is carried out on the
fluctuating part of the static pressure and force signals. High-amplitude low-frequency oscillations, due
to the formation of a Rotating Vortex Rope (RVR) were observed during a specific period of the shutdown
sequence. Thereafter, at deep part load conditions, the RVR vanishes and, a wide range of stochastic
frequencies are identified at minimum load. A signal coherence analysis was accomplished to distinguish
the deterministic and stochastic frequencies. The variation of the velocity field in the draft tube is
described in detail with the help of velocity triangles. An in-depth explanation of the formation and
variation of vortical structures during the whole sequence is presented. The physical mechanism of
formation and destruction of the RVR is thoroughly explained.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
In recent years, global energy consumption has been increasing
annually by 1.5% [1]. Electrical energy production from renewable
energy resources, such as hydro, solar, wind, and biomass, has been
growing fast to fulfill the current energy demand, owing to their
availability and environmental friendliness. In fact, in 2019,
renewable energy continued its record-breaking growth with a
200 GW capacity increase [2].
Electrical energy resources like solar and wind are intermittent
since the generated power depends on the availability of sunlight
and wind [3]. The electric power demand, on the other hand, doeshi), hakan.nilsson@chalmers.
), nicolas.edh@vattenfall.com
r Ltd. This is an open access articlenot vary as the availability of those resources, and the electric grid
must therefore be regulated by controllable sources of energy [4,5].
Hydropower systems can store energy until it is needed and can be
used to provide the required flexibility to balance the electrical grid
at a wide range of time scales [6,7].
The operation of hydraulic turbines can be classified into two
categories, namely, steady and transient modes. In steady mode,
the rotational speed, guide vane angle, and flow rate of the turbine
are preserved at a constant level, whereas one ormore of these vary
with time in transient modes. Most hydraulic turbines are designed
to run at a steady Best Efficiency Point (BEP). Nonetheless, due to
the need for regulating power, they are being used more frequently
in transient operating modes. In fact, the flexibility and fast
responsiveness of the hydropower systems make them a reliable
solution to balance the electrical grid. Transient operation de-
teriorates the machines, due to unsteady and cyclic pressure
loading [8]. Francis turbines are designed to have 1e10 start-stopunder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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America, the hydraulic turbines were allowed to go up to a
maximum of 100 start-stops cycles per year, while the new power
production tendency may require up to 500 cycles [10]. Therefore,
future designs and refurbishments of hydraulic turbines must take
transient operations over a wide range of operating conditions into
account. A profound understanding of the flow during transients is
thus essential. However, the complex flow instabilities that happen
throughout the transient operations are not yet well understood.
Accordingly, studies of the turbulent flow field in hydroturbines
during transient operation are very important for the design of the
next generation of hydropower systems.
Francis turbines can operate at a wide range of heads and flow
rates and are thus being used in 60% of the hydropower plants in
the world [3]. The Francis turbines may be operated in several
different transients, namely, load variation (rejection or accep-
tance), start-stop (normal and emergency shutdown), and total
load rejection [8]. Due to the need to increase the transient oper-
ation of Francis turbines, several experimental and numerical in-
vestigations have been performed in the past few years.
Nicolet [11] carried out hydroacoustic modeling of a Francis
turbine power plant during transient operation. The dynamic
behavior of the whole system was studied as well as different as-
pects of such transient conditions, e.g., pressure fluctuations,
pressure and power surge, and rotor-stator interaction (RSI). It was
shown that significant pressure fluctuations may occur in the
whole system in the course of a fast load variation.
In a study by Trivedi et al. [12], six different transients (three
load acceptance and three load rejection) were studied experi-
mentally on a high-head Francis turbine. It was revealed that the
speed of the guide vanes angle variation has a great impact on the
pressure fluctuations and that an optimal speed could reduce the
undesired fluctuations. The development of vortical flow structures
in the vaneless space between the guide vanes and runner blades
was observed by a Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) of the
pressure fluctuations. Goyal et al. [13] performed experimental
studies on the same high-head Francis turbine during load rejec-
tion, i.e. BEP to Part Load (PL). Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
measurements were carried out in the draft tube to explain the
physical mechanism behind the formation of the Rotating Vortex
Rope (RVR). In addition, large pressure fluctuations due to both RSI
and RVR were captured in the vaneless space and draft tube.
Sotoudeh et al. [14] performed a numerical study on the same case
and condition to further assess the formation of the RVR
throughout the load rejection procedure. Recently, a novel nu-
merical framework in OpenFOAM for simulation of Kaplan turbine
transients was introduced by Salehi et al. [15].
Gagnon et al. [16] predicted the fatigue-based lifetime of a
Francis turbine and showed that the startup scheme significantly
influences the lifetime and reliability of the runner. The guide vane
opening scheme and air admission were later shown to have a
remarkable effect on the lifetime of the machine components [17].
An experimental investigation of a Francis turbine during shut-
down and startup indicated that a faster transient procedure in-
creases the pressure fluctuations notably [18]. Pressure
measurements during the shutdown sequence of a model Francis
turbine revealed that closing down the guide vanes completely
before decoupling from the generator reduces the pressure fluc-
tuation amplitude [19].
More recently, the startup sequence of a prototype Francis tur-
bine was examined both experimentally and numerically [20]. It
was shown that fatigue damage could be reduced by modifying the
startup scheme. Counter-rotating vortex structures were observed
in the simulations that produced high amplitude pressure
pulsations.2323Although experimental measurements can provide some infor-
mation on the flow field of the turbines during different transient
procedures, constructing an accurate experimental setup is highly
expensive. In addition, many details of the complex flow in-
stabilities during such operation cannot be easily measured or
visualized. Therefore, establishing reliable numerical frameworks
to accurately study and deeply understand the unsteady turbulent
flow field throughout turbine transient operation is indispensable.
However, trustworthy numerical simulations of the startup and
shutdown sequences of hydraulic turbines are quite challenging.
The total flow time is considerably long, and consequently, the
computational cost is significantly high. The change of guide vane
angles requires a formidable mesh deformation process, especially
at deep part load when the guide vane opening angle is small.
Hence, only a few researchers have employed Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) to study the hydraulic turbine startup sequence
[20,21].
Some other research studies have been reported on the CFD
simulation of shutdown sequence in pump-turbine [22e24] and
axial turbine [25]. M€ossinger et al. [26] and Salehi et al. [27] con-
ducted CFD validation studies on the shutdown operation of a
Francis turbine. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no
comprehensive CFD study on details of the transient flow field of
the Francis turbines during the shutdown sequence has been re-
ported previously. Performing such research studies is essential to
understand and untimely mitigate the damaging consequences of
shutdown sequences that hydraulic turbines experience more
frequently nowadays.
The purpose of the present paper is to provide an in-depth
analysis of the transient turbulent flow field of a high-head Fran-
cis turbine model during a shutdown sequence. The numerical
investigation is carried out using the OpenFOAM open-source CFD
code and validated against experimental data at the steady BEP.
Many aspects and features of a Francis turbine flow field during the
shutdown are examined and described for the first time in this
study, such as the time-variation of different high and low fre-
quencies related to pressure and force pulsations, coherence anal-
ysis of fluctuations, as well as temporal variation of the velocity
field. The l2-criterion is employed to visualize and explain the draft
tube vortical structures (such as the RVR). Subsequently, the
physical mechanisms of formation and collapse of such structures
during the shutdown are thoroughly explained.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces
the geometrical and operational details of the investigated test
case. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the employed
numerical framework, including mathematical formulations, nu-
merical aspects of the CFD simulation, computational domain, and
employed methodology for mesh deformation. The results are
presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, a summary of the
paper and its concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.
2. Description of investigated model
2.1. Test case
In the present study, a high-head Francis turbine model known
as Francis-99 is used as the investigated test case. The Francis-99
model turbine is a 1:5.1 scale model of a prototype Francis tur-
bine located at Tokke power plant, Norway [28]. The model is
provided by the Francis-99 workshop series [29] as a test case with
experimental data to assess different numerical approaches. Fig. 1
presents a three-dimensional view of the model assembly, which
consists of four domains: spiral casing, guide vanes, runner, and
draft tube. The spiral casing contains 14 stay vanes, and the guide
vane domain has 28 blades. The runner has 15 splitter blades and 15
Fig. 1. Francis-99 model turbine assembly.
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Din ¼ 0.63 m and Dout ¼ 0.347 m, respectively. The prototype and
model net heads, calculated as







þ z1  z2; (1)
are at the best efficiency point about Hprototype z 377 m and
Hmodel z 12m. In Eq. (1), indices 1 and 2 represent the spiral casing
inlet and the draft tube outlet, respectively.
2.2. Available experimental data
During the Francis-99 workshops, a number of measurement
locations were determined to compare data between numerical
and experimental studies. Fig. 2 displays two cross-sections of the
Francis-99 model, namely y-normal and z-normal. A PIV plane was
established in the conical part of the draft tube, in which two in-
plane velocity components were measured. The PIV plane is
shown as a red line in the z-normal section (Fig. 2a) and a gray area
in the y-normal section (Fig. 2b). The velocity components were
reported along three lines of the PIV plane, which are illustrated in
Fig. 2b. Lines 1 and 2 are horizontal, while Line 3 is axial along the
draft tube center.
In addition, three locations were chosen for pressure measure-
ments, as shown in Fig. 2b. The VL2 pressure sensor is located in the
vaneless space between the guide vanes and the runner, measuring
the strong pressure pulsations due to the rotor-stator interaction,
while the DT5 and DT6 sensors measure the draft tube pressure.
The draft tube sensors are piezoelectric type and only measure
pressure fluctuations.
2.3. Operating conditions
The Francis-99 experimental data is available under various
steady operating conditions, namely, Best Efficiency Point (BEP),
Part Load (PL), and High Load (HL). Also, some transient operation
sequences are available, i.e., load acceptance (BEP to HL), load
rejection (BEP to PL), shutdown, and startup. The guide vane angle,
a, which is measured relative to the completely closed position,
changes between 0.80 and 12.43, corresponding to minimum
load and high load, respectively. The present study is focused on the
shutdown procedure, as it is more challenging and complex in
terms of both numerical simulations and fluid flow physics.
The turbine shutdown procedure initiates from the BEP oper-
ating condition. The guide vanes start to rotate (close) around their2324individual axes, and the flow rate consequently decreases. The
guide vane angle and flow rate change linearly in time from
a¼ 9.84 andQ¼ 0.19959m3/s at BEP to a¼ 0.8 andQ¼ 0.022m3/
s at minimum load condition. During the whole sequence, the
runner is rotating at a constant rotational speed of u ¼ 332.59 rpm.3. Numerical framework
The details of governing equations and computational aspects of
the numerical framework are explained in this section.3.1. Mathematical formulation
For a transient incompressible turbulent flow, the Reynolds-
averaged equations of mass and momentum (also known as Un-


























uj is the unknown Reynolds stress tensor which needs
a turbulence model closure. In the present work, the Reynolds














where nt and k are turbulent viscosity and turbulent kinetic energy,
respectively. The Shear Stress Transport based Scale-Adaptive
Simulation model (SST-SAS) [30,31] is employed for the calcula-
tion of turbulent viscosity, which is obtained through solution of
the transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy (k) and specific
rate of dissipation (u). SST-SAS is a turbulence resolving URANS
model, commonly used for the simulation of practical transient
flows. The scale adaptiveness reduces the amount of RANS
modelling to allow a resolution of the flow structures that can be
resolved by the mesh resolution and time step. On a fine mesh with
a short time step it has the potential to provide LES-type of results.
The formulation of the SST-SAS model differs from the k u SST
Fig. 2. Two cross-sections of the Francis-99 model, showing PIV plane, velocity lines, and pressure sensors.
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term in the turbulence eddy frequency (u) transport equation. This






















In the OpenFOAM implementation of the SST-SAS model, an
upper limit of QSAS is also considered to guarantee numerical sta-
bility. The LvK is the von Karman length scale, defined by k|U0/U00|,
where U0 and U00 are first and second velocity spatial derivatives.



















which is the scalar invariant of the strain tensor
Sij ¼ 0.5(vUi/vxj þ vUj/vxi). The magnitude of the velocity Laplacian
|V2U| represents the second velocity derivative. In addition, the
lower limit of the LvK in Eq. (6) is a factor of mesh cell size (D). In the
present study the mesh cell size is calculated using the cube-root of
cell volume delta.
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model to adjust the local turbulent length scale based on LvK and
decreases the local eddy viscosity. Therefore, it can provide LES-like
flow solutions and resolve the turbulent spectrum and break up of
large eddies.
The SST-SAS model has been successfully applied to many in-
dustrial applications with unsteady turbulent flows [31,33e38].
More specifically, the model has been utilized and verified in the
simulation of hydraulic turbine related flows [14,20,39e45].3.2. Computational details
This section presents the computational framework and nu-
merical aspects of the investigated problem, namely, CFD solver,
discretization schemes, pressure-velocity coupling, boundary con-
ditions, linear solvers, and parallel processing.3.2.1. CFD solver
The CFD computations of the present study are performed using
the finite-volume method on a collocated grid. The simulations are
carried out with the OpenFOAM-v1912 software [46], which is a
Cþþ object-oriented open-source CFD solver [47].3.2.2. Discretization schemes
The general transport equation of the scalar 4 over an arbitrary






























where G is the diffusion coefficient and S4 is the source term per
unit volume. Each term in this equation should be separately dis-
cretized. The employed schemes to discretize these terms are
explained and discussed in the current section.3.2.2.1. Temporal schemes. Implicit time-marching is employed and
all the temporal derivatives were discretized using the second-
order backward scheme [48]. A fixed time step of
Dt ¼ 1.25  104 s was chosen for the transient simulations. The
runner is rotating at a constant angular speed of 332.59 rpm.
Consequently, the time step corresponds to 0.25 of runner rota-
tion. The blade passing frequency is calculated as
fb ¼ zbfn; (8)
where zb and fn are the number of blades (main blades and split-
ters) and the rotational frequency of the runner, respectively.
Therefore, for the current test case, the blade passing frequency is
fb ¼ 166.3 Hz, and the frequency of the solution time step is almost
two orders of magnitude larger than the blade passing frequency. In
other words, the chosen time step is small enough to resolve the
most important flow structures and frequencies (e.g. runner blade
frequency). In the shutdown sequence, the guide vanes are also
changing their angle with a constant rotational speed of 1.3/s.
Hence the chosen time step corresponds to a guide vane rotation of
1.625  104 degrees.
The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number [49] is monitored
throughout the simulations to ensure numerical stability. The CFL





where V is the cell volume and Fi represents the volumetric flux of
face i, calculated as the inner product of velocity vector at the face
center and the face normal vector. The mean and maximum CFL
numbers at BEP are 0.025 and 55, respectively. It is worth
mentioning that the CFL number is lower than 2 in 99.4% of the
cells. In the shutdown sequence, the guide vanes close down, and
the flow rate decreases. Hence the mean CFL number decreases
throughout the whole sequence and stays at an almost constant
value of 0.015 at the minimum load condition. The maximum CFL
number first decreases to 27 due to the flow rate reduction. After 3 s
into the transient sequence, the maximum CFL number increases to
121 in the guide vane region, due to the local mesh deformation
and cell size reduction.3.2.2.2. Gradient schemes. The gradient terms (for instance the
pressure gradient source term) are generally discretized in Open-
FOAM using the second-order central differencing scheme. If there
are low-quality cells in the domain, which can happen in many
practical cases due to geometrical complexity, the approximation of
the gradient could be very large and cause numerical instability. In
this paper, a limiter approach, known as cellLimited, is employed to
provide boundedness and stability of the gradient terms. This
limiting method ensures that the interpolated face values do not
exceed the range of surrounding cell center values.3.2.2.3. Divergence schemes. Using Gauss’ theorem, the divergence
















is the face area normal vector and 4 is the transported




f ) are updated and
stored as part of the solution process, while the transported vari-
able at the face (4f) needs to be determined using an interpolation
scheme. The Linear-Upwind Stabilised Transport (LUST) convection
scheme [50] is used in the present work. It is an unbounded dis-
cretization scheme that blends the central and second-order up-
wind schemes (i,e., linear and linearUpwind). The central and
second-order upwind schemes interpolates the face-centered
values (4f) as





4f ;lu ¼ 4u þ ðxe  xuÞ,Vu4; (12)
respectively. Subscripts d, and u refer to downwind and upwind
cells while f denotes the current face. Vu4 is the cell center gradient
at the upwind cell. The LUST scheme blends these two schemes
using a weighted averaging
4f ;LUST ¼ g4f ;c þ ð1gÞ4f ;lu; (13)
where blending factor g is set to 0.75 in the present study. It means
that the face values of the dependent variable are calculated by
S. Salehi, H. Nilsson, E. Lillberg et al. Renewable Energy 179 (2021) 2322e2347blending 75% of the second-order central scheme and 25% of the
second-order upwind scheme. The factor provides a compromise
between accuracy and numerical stability. Although the scheme
maintains a second-order accuracy, its stability is higher than the
central scheme and it is much less diffusive than the second-order
upwind scheme. The scheme can be a good choice for turbulence
resolving simulation of engineering unsteady flows with complex
meshes, where the pure central scheme can not be used due to
numerical oscillations.
Here, the LUST scheme is applied for the three velocity com-
ponents, while the second-order upwind scheme is used for k and
u.3.2.2.4. Laplacian schemes. The Laplacian term can also be









The central second-order scheme with explicit non-orthogonal
correction is employed for the calculation of this term. Here
again, because of numerical instabilities due to mesh quality in
some regions, a limiter is utilized for the non-orthogonal correction
part.3.2.3. Pressure-velocity coupling
The pressure field is linked to the velocity field through the
PIMPLE algorithm, which combines two pressure correction algo-
rithms, namely, the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked
Equations (SIMPLE) [51] and the Pressure Implicit with Split
Operator (PISO) [52]. In each PIMPLE loop, the SIMPLE algorithm
works as an outer loop while the PISO algorithm is used as an inner
loop. If only one outer loop is performed, the PIMPLE algorithm
operates as a pure PISO algorithm. Increasing the number of outer
loops enables the use of longer time steps (Co [ 1) while pre-
serving stability and time accuracy. More details on the PIMPLE
algorithm and its flowchart are given by Robertson et al. [53] and
Holzmann [54].
In the present work, a maximum of 10 outer loops is considered
in each time step, unless a specified tolerance is reached and breaks
the loop. The tolerance is a residual criterion, which is here set to
105 and 106 for p and U, respectively. In each outer loop, the two
inner loops of the standard PISO algorithm are conducted. The non-
orthogonality is high in some parts of the mesh, due to the
complexity of the geometry. Therefore, in each inner loop, one
additional non-orthogonal correction loop is carried out to ensure
convergence of all explicit parts in the discretized equations. It is
worth mentioning that all the above-mentioned settings in the
PIMPLE solver were acquired after excessive numerical experi-
ments to find the best options to ensure numerical stability, accu-
racy, and reasonable computational cost.
Special interpolation techniques should be used in the collo-
cated approach to avoid unphysical pressure oscillations. Although
the Rhie-Chow interpolation technique [55] is not explicitly
implemented in OpenFOAM, it can be shown that the utilized
pressure-velocity coupling algorithm resembles this interpolation
technique [56].
Furthermore, the turbulence transport equations are solved only
once at the end of the final outer loop. In this way, the turbulent
viscosity (and subsequently turbulent Reynolds stress) is updated
when the momentum equation is fully converged. This strategy
provides a compromise between accuracy and computational cost.
The studied shutdown sequence of a Francis turbine involves the
use of a dynamic mesh, due to both the solid-body rotation of the2327runner and the mesh deformation owing to the movement of the
guide vanes. Therefore, in each time step, the mesh is updated at
the beginning of the first PIMPLE outer loop (the meshmotion itself
is described in Section 3.5). Subsequently, the face fluxes are
calculated relative to the mesh motion to satisfy the mass conser-
vation [57].
3.2.4. Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions during the shutdown process are to a
great extent depending on the guide vane motion. The guide vanes
change their angle (close down) with a constant rotational speed of
1.3/s. Fig. 3a presents the variation of the guide vane angle
throughout the whole simulation. Our experience is that a sudden
sharp transition between the standstill and moving states of the
guide vanes generates numerical instabilities and pressure surge
effects. This is in accordance with previous investigations in the
literature [26,58e60]. Hence, the starting and stopping processes of
the guide vane rotation at t ¼ 1 and t ¼ 8 s are given a smooth
transition using a 5th order polynomial (see the zoomed view in
Fig. 3a). The employed smooth guide vane closure law is compared
to the experimental data to show the consistency of the utilized
boundary condition and the experiments.
The guide vane motion is implemented as a new boundary
condition for the Laplacian mesh deformation in OpenFOAM. Each
guide vane is given the rotational speed as well as its individual
rotational axis. Having obtained a smooth curve for the guide vane
angle, the rotational speed of the guide vanes is calculated simply
by taking a time-derivative of the angle curve (Fig. 3b).
The experimentally measured discharge data in transient mode
is not accurate enough, due to the response time of the utilized flow
meter [29]. Following workshop proposition and previous studies
in the literature, the turbine volume flow rate is assumed to vary
linearly with respect to the guide vane angle [14,26,29,61]. A time-
varying spatially uniform velocity is imposed to the inlet of the
spiral casing, based on the smooth curve of guide vane angle pre-
sented in Fig. 3a. The inlet values of turbulent kinetic energy k and
the specific rate of dissipation u are also varying with time
assuming a constant turbulence intensity (I ¼ 7%) and viscosity
ratio (nt/n ¼ 100). The inlet pressure is based on a zero-gradient
assumption. It should be mentioned that the inlet turbulence
quantities did not have any considerable impact on the monitored
results in the regions of interest and mostly affected the solution
convergence. At the outlet boundary, the zero-gradient condition is
imposed for U, k, and u, while the pressure is assumed to be fixed. A
special treatment is applied at the outlet boundary, which prevents
backflow by setting the velocity to zero at faces where the flux
tends to be reversed. The outlet boundary is far away from the
region of interest and thus this numerical treatment does not have
any effect on the monitored results.
A no-slip boundary condition is applied for the velocity at all
walls, where the turbulent kinetic energy is set to a near-zero value.
The turbulent specific dissipation rate and turbulent viscosity are
also calculated using the omegaWallFunction and nutUS-
paldingWallFunction wall functions which provide wall constraint
conditions. The wall pressure is computed based on a zero-gradient
assumption.
The mesh is divided into four domains, i.e., spiral casing, guide
vanes, runner, and draft tube. The non-conformal mesh interfaces
are coupled using the Cyclic Arbitrary Mesh Interface (cyclicAMI)
boundary condition. This interface transfers the flow properties
using a conservative interpolation based on an efficient strategy
developed for general transport equations [62,63].
The shutdown sequence starts at BEP and goes to minimum
load. To simulate the whole sequence accurately a fully developed
flow at BEP should be first established. Therefore, a steady potential
Fig. 3. Variation of (a) guide vane angle and (b) rotational speed for the shutdown process.
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turbulent flow simulation until the flow is fully developed at BEP.
Hence, the BEP flow is solved for 2 s flow time, corresponding to 11
runner rotations, which in our experience is more than enough to
reach a fully developed flow. Several local and integrated flow
properties were monitored to ensure the establishment of a sta-
tistically stationary state. Then the shutdown sequence presented
in Fig. 3 starts. The whole transient simulation covers t ¼ 10 s,
corresponding to 55.43 runner revolutions.3.2.5. Linear solvers
The discretizations of the transport equations result in linear
systems that are solved by linear solvers. In the present work, the
Geometric Agglomerated Algebraic Multi-Grid (GAMG) solver is
employed to solve the pressure equation with the combined DIC
and Gauss-Seidel smoother. The iterative smoothSolverwith Gauss-
Seidel smoother is used to solve the linear system of equations for
the velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, and specific dissipation rate.
The solution of dynamic mesh equations (described in Section 3.5)
is also obtained using the GAMG solver, which showed better sta-
bility during our numerical experiments.3.3. Parallel processing
The simulation is carried out using parallel processing on mul-
tiple cores. The scotch [64] decomposition method with uniform
weights is utilized, ensuring load balance and minimizing the
number of processor boundary interfaces. The inter-process infor-
mation is exchanged using the Message Passing Interface (MPI)
[65]. The job is submitted to 10 compute nodes of an HPC Linux
cluster. Each compute node contains two Intel Xeon Gold 6130
CPUs with 16 cores each (32 cores on each node) and 96 GiB of
RAM. Hence the parallel computation is performed using 320 cores.
Each time step requires a wall-clock time of 15 s to complete.
Consequently, the transient simulation of 12 s flow time takes
around 400 h, or 17 days, to complete all the 96000 time steps. In
other words, a computational cost of 128,000 core hours is required
to complete one transient simulation.23283.4. Computational mesh
The full computational domain of the Francis-99 model turbine,
i.e., from the inlet of the spiral casing to the outlet of the draft tube,
is considered in this study. Hence, four domains, namely, spiral
casing, guide vanes, runner, and draft tube constitute the present
computational model (see Fig. 1). The corresponding mesh of each
domain is generated separately. Block-structured meshes are
generated in ICEM-CFD for the spiral casing, draft tube, and a two-
blade (main and splitter blades) periodic section of the runner. A
single periodic guide vane passage is meshed using Turbo-grid. The
runner and guide vane O-grid meshes are then copied to cover all
the blades over the entire 360. Themeshes of the four domains are
then merged together in OpenFOAM, constructing the full
computational domain.
At an early stage of this work, a mesh study was conducted to
ensure the independence of the numerical results to the mesh
resolution. Both integrated and local quantities at BEP were
compared to experimental values. Theminimum error in prediction
of the runner torque (with respect to the experimental value) and
draft tube velocity distribution corresponded to the finest mesh.
The corresponding results are not presented here, due to brevity.
Therefore, the finest mesh was chosen for the rest of the compu-
tations. Fig. 4a provides an overall view of the turbine assembly,
while close-ups of the spiral casing mesh (around the stay vane
trailing edges) and guide vane leading edges are shown in Fig. 4b
and c, respectively. It should be noted that the guide vane mesh
deforms during the simulation due to the change of angle of the
guide vane and that Fig. 4c illustrates the guide vane mesh at BEP.
Despite the bulges that are seen near the lower and upper surfaces
of the guide vanes, they completely cut off the flow rate when they
are fully closed. Zoomed views of the leading and trailing edges of
the runner blades (main blades and splitters) are shown in Fig. 4d
and e. The complete mesh assembly contains almost 16 million
cells. The details of the mesh parameters are presented in Table 1,
where also the maximum and average values of the y þ value at the
BEP and minimum load conditions are provided. The mean values
of y þ show that the viscous sub-layer is resolved in the draft tube,
which is the main interest in the present work.
Fig. 4. Computational mesh at best efficiency point.
Table 1
Grid details parameters.
Domain Number of cells BEP Minimum load
yþmax yþmean yþmax yþmean
Spiral casing 5.57  106 45.33 13.47 8.02 2.76
Guide vane 2.66  106 13.85 8.45 17.39 5.15
Runner 5.47  106 9.81 3.88 8.82 2.07
Draft tube 2.27  106 2.10 1.01 3.04 1.04
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In a Francis turbine working in a transient operating sequence,
each guide vane rotates around its own individual axis, while the
runner is also rotating at the same time. Hence, a numerical
simulation of such flow involves mesh deformation due to guide
vane movement at the same time as the runner mesh is rotating as
a solid body. In order to carry out such simulation, an advanced
dynamic mesh tool in OpenFOAM is utilized that allows employing
different mesh motion strategies on different cell zones. Therefore,2329at each time step, a prescribed solid body rotation is applied in the
runner domain, while a Laplacian mesh morphing solver is used for
the mesh deformation of the guide vane domain. The spiral casing
and draft tube meshes are static. As the mesh points are moved to
their new locations, the mesh face fluxes are calculated and taken
into account in the convection terms of the transport equations.
More details on the dynamic mesh procedure in OpenFOAM,
including mesh morphing, are described by Jasak and Tukovic [66]
and Jasak [67].3.5.1. Laplacian displacement solver
The mesh morphing through Laplacian smoothing is in Open-
FOAM governed by
V,ðKVdcellÞ ¼ 0; (15)
where dcell is the displacement vector of the cell centers. It should
be noted that in order to calculate the location of the new points,
one needs the displacement field of the points dpoint (i.e., point-
Displacement). But OpenFOAM, as a cell-centered finite volume
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displacement (i.e., cellDisplacement) and then the solution is
interpolated to the points to get the pointDisplacement field and
consequently the location of the new points. The boundary condi-
tions are imposed by the user for the pointDisplacement field, and
automatically transferred by OpenFOAM to the cellDisplacement
field. Therefore, the boundary condition presented in Fig. 3b is
applied on the points of the guide vane boundary patches. Having
obtained the solution for the displacement of the points, the loca-
tion of new points are simply calculated as
xtþ1point ¼ xtpoint þ d
t
point: (16)
In Eq. (15), K is the motion diffusivity, which spreads out the
displacement imposed by the boundary to the interior of the mesh.
The diffusivity may be specified as linear, exponential, inverse
distance to the object, or via any arbitrary decreasing function. An
inverse distance approach with respect to the guide vane blade
surfaces is employed in the present work for diffusivity. This makes
the points located close to the moving patch more affected by the
boundary movement than those further away [68]. Consequently,
the cells close to the moving guide vanes move almost as solid
body, while the cells far away from the boundary deform consid-
erably. The inverse distance diffusivity is shown in Fig. 5, at the
mid-plane of the guide vane domain. Fig. 6 illustrates the
unmorphed best efficiency point guide vane mesh (a ¼ 9.84) as
well as rotated guide vanes with morphed meshes at a ¼ 7.40 and
a ¼ 5.20. It should be recalled that the guide vane angles are
calculated with respect to a fully closed position.
Points on the inlet and outlet boundaries of the guide vane
domain, where cyclicAMI condition is imposed, are kept fixed
during the mesh morphing. On the other hand, points on the lower
and upper surfaces of the guide vane domain are expected to slip on
the surface. The general slip boundary condition in OpenFOAM
works as an explicit correction after the solution is obtained in each
time step. Our experiences in dynamic mesh handling in Open-
FOAM show that this kind of correction is not stable and is very
sensitive to small distortions which will accumulate and increase
unless they are explicitly removed. Although, there are more stable
alternatives in OpenFOAM that could be utilized for this case, such
as fixedNormalSlip and surfaceSlipDisplacement, a new dynamic
mesh library is implemented in OpenFOAM to tackle this problemFig. 5. Normalized inverse distance diffusivity with respect to guide va
2330and make sure that the points of the upper and lower surfaces slip
on the actual geometric flat surface. In this approach, an extra
correction step is added to the final stage of the dynamic mesh
calculations. After obtaining the position of the new point positions
at the slip boundaries, the point positions are corrected according
to the mathematical descriptions of the upper and lower surfaces.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Validation at best efficiency point
The initial 1 s of the studied transient is at the statistically sta-
tionary BEP condition (see Fig. 3). In Fig. 7 we validate the velocity
profiles, time-averaged over this period, comparing it with the
available experimental PIV data along the measurement lines (see
Fig. 2). To repeat, the axial velocity (W) is aligned with the runner
axis of rotation, with negative values in the main flow direction.
The horizontal velocity (U) is perpendicular to the axial direction
and aligned with the PIV plane. The normal component (V) is
perpendicular to both the other components and normal to the PIV
plane. The directions are also shown in Fig. 2.
The numerical and experimental results agree very well for both
the horizontal and axial velocities. For the axial component, it can
particularly be noted that the wake below the runner crown is
captured the same in both simulation and experiment. This is the
region with the largest differences in the previous numerical
studies that can be found in the literature, which argues that the
present results are of the highest possible accuracy. For the hori-
zontal velocity, there is a slight shift between the experimental and
numerical results. Approximating the numerical and experimental
data at Lines 1 and 2 by straight lines, it can be seen that the nu-
merical results are quite symmetric about the centerline (negative
on one side and positive on the other side) while the experimental
results are always negative. It should be noted that the horizontal
velocity component is directly related to the radial component,
with a shift in sign at the centerline. The numerical results suggest
that there is a positive radial flow at both sides of the centerline, in
accordance with the expansion of the draft tube. The wiggles at the
center are connected to the recirculation region and are therefore
difficult to explain in detail. Theymay be caused by a too short time
for the time-averaging. It is thosewiggles that give a deviation from
zero along Line 3, for the numerical results. The experimentalne blades, shown at the middle plane of the guide vane domain.
Fig. 6. Visualization of mesh morphing on the middle plane of the guide vane domain, where a is the guide vane blade angle computed with respect to the fully closed position.
Fig. 7. Time-averaged results of horizontal (U), axial (W), and normal (V) velocities on different lines at BEP condition. Numerical results are compared to the experimental PIV data.
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direction on one side of the centerline and in the negative radial
direction on the other side of the centerline. This may happen if the
center of the vortex is not exactly in the PIV plane, either because
the vortex is shifted or because the PIV plane is not perfectly
centered. The vortex could be shifted due to some non-
axisymmetry in the case, such as the spiral casing or draft tube
bend. However, both of those effects are included in both the2331experimental and numerical studies. It should however be noted
that the extraction of flow data at a vortex center is very sensitive
and that the values are very small compared to those of the axial
component. The direction of the V component changes near the
center, showing the presence of a swirling flow at both Lines 1 and
2. A non-zero normal component is observed on Line 3, indicating
that the draft tube vortex is slightly off-centered.
Global time-averaged data, such as the pressure at the VL2
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the losses in the system), shaft torque, net head, and hydraulic ef-
ficiency are validated against the experimental data in Table 2. The
relative errors of all quantities are less than 2.1%, showing a good
agreement.
Lacking possibilities to further investigate the details of the
experimental data acquisition, we conclude that the experimental
and numerical results are very similar and that the numerical re-
sults at BEP are valid.4.2. Shutdown sequence
In this section, the transient results for the turbine shutdown
sequence are presented and discussed, where the guide vane angle
and flow rate change according to the prescribed time-varying
boundary conditions explained in Section 3.2.4.4.2.1. Static pressure variation
The unsteady static pressure is monitored at experimental
sensor locations VL2, DT5, and DT6 (see Fig. 2) during the entire
sequence shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that in the experi-
ments, the static pressure was measured at the VL2 location, while
only static pressure fluctuations were measured at DT5 and DT6. In
transient sequences like turbine shutdown or startup, the pressure
signals consist of both a variation due to the change of operation
and fluctuations due to rotor-stator interaction and flow in-
stabilities. Therefore, one must employ a signal analysis method to
obtain the instantaneous mean and the fluctuations with respect to
that instantaneous mean. In the present study, the Savitzky-Golay
finite impulse response filter [69] is utilized to smooth out the
captured pressure signals and acquire the pressure instantaneous
mean. A time window needs to be defined to calculate the
smoothed data. The size of the window should be chosen in a way
to capture all the pressure fluctuations. If the window is too small,
only high-frequency perturbations are captured and low-frequency
fluctuations (for instance fluctuations due to rotating vortex rope)
will bemissed. On the other hand, a too largewindow size results in
accounting for some part of the pressure level variation due to the
transient sequence as fluctuations. Especially at the start and end of
the shutdown sequence, where the pressure variation is sharp.
Therefore, a variable window size, which is smaller where the
variation of pressure level is sharper, is utilized in this study to
extract all the fluctuations. Having obtained the instantaneous
mean (p
̄
), the fluctuating part of the pressure can be simply
calculated by
p0 ¼ p p̄ : (17)
The pressure data for the VL2 (vaneless space) and DT6 (draft
tube) probes are displayed in Fig. 8. The numerical results and
experimental data show a good agreement. The maximum relative
error for the VL2 sensor is 4.9%, corresponding to the minimum
load condition where the pressure is slightly over-predicted by the
simulation. The zoomed view for the VL2 sensor in Fig. 8a covers a
90 rotation of the runner in the stationary BEP phase. Therefore,Table 2
Validation of pressure and performance characteristics at BEP.
Numerical Experimental Rel. Error (%)
VL2 pressure 173.98 kPa 173.54 kPa 0.25%
Shaft torque 629.68 N m 620.53 N m 1.47%
Net head 12.19 m 11.94 m 2.06%
Hydraulic Efficiency 91.84% 92.39% 0.60%
23327.5 pulsations due to the RSI are visible in this plot, showing that
both the amplitude and frequency of the RSI pressure fluctuations
are captured well. When the guide vane movement and flow rate
reduction initiate at t ¼ 1 s, the pressure starts decreasing with an
almost constant rate. The instantaneousmean of the pressure in the
vaneless space drops down from 174 kPa (at BEP) to 160 kPa (at
minimum load). Low-frequency and high-amplitude fluctuations
are observed from t ¼ 4 s, which is due to the formation and
breakup of large flow structures in the draft tube (i.e., RVR). The
large fluctuations seem to diminish after t ¼ 6 s. Then again, in the
minimum load condition (after t ¼ 8 s), some low-frequency pul-
sations are observed in the pressure signal. Additionally, Fig. 8c
indicates that the variation of DT6 instantaneous mean in time is
not significant. The extracted fluctuating signals (Fig. 8b and d)
show maximum amplitudes of 2 kPa and 1 kPa in the vaneless
space and draft tube, respectively. The level of pressure fluctuations
of VL2 and DT6 sensors changes significantly over time. The low-
frequency pulsations, due to flow structures in the draft tube,
during part load and minimum load conditions, are also visible in
both fluctuating pressure graphs.
A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis was performed on the
fluctuating signal at the BEP and minimum load parts of the
sequence, as shown in Fig. 9. The VL2 results indicate a dominant
frequency of 30fn (fn is the runner rotational frequency) at both BEP
and minimum load, which corresponds to the runner blade passing
frequency fb (15 splitter blades and 15 full-length blades). The
amplitude of this frequency is smaller at minimum load. Addi-
tionally, the harmonics of this dominant frequency, i.e., 15fn and
60fn, are also excited. Several higher frequency harmonics are also
captured (not shown here), due to the sufficiently small employed
time step. The 15fn can also be assumed as the full-length blade
passing frequency (fmb). The DT6 results show only a small excite-
ment at the fmb¼ 15fn frequency. This could be explained by the fact
that only the 15 full-length blades are extended to the outlet of the
runner. Moreover, a low-frequency band is amplified for both the
VL2 and DT6 sensors at the minimum load condition which is
related to the resolved large flow structures in the draft tube that
produce high-amplitude low-frequency pulsations. The highest
amplitude of this frequency band occurs approximately at 0.3fn.
Due to the variation in instantaneous mean values and domi-
nant frequencies during the shutdown sequence, a Short Time
Fourier Transform (STFT) analysis is required. In the STFT analysis,
the whole time series is divided into many small time-spans for
which a separate Fourier transform is performed. The results can be
presented as a spectrogram, which reveals information about the
variation of the amplitude of different frequencies in time. Fig. 10
provides spectrograms of the VL2 and DT6 pressure signals. The
power of the pressure signal is shown in decibel (dB), computed as
PdB ¼ 10log10P: (18)
It is seen in the VL2 results that the runner blade passing fre-
quency (fb ¼ 30fn) is dominant throughout the whole sequence and
that its harmonics (e.g. 60fn) are also excited. A band of low-
frequency pulsations caused by the formation of the RVR seems
to start at t ¼ 4 s and decay after t ¼ 6 s due to the collapse and
disintegration of the vortex rope. The amplitude of the low-
frequency fluctuations grows in the minimum load condition.
Also, a broad stochastic frequency span is observed at minimum
load, which could be explained by the vortex shedding in the
vaneless space. On the other hand, the spectrogram of the DT6
pressure signal shows aweaker sign of the blade passing frequency,
whereas large flow structures in the draft tube such as the RVR
seem to produce dominant low-frequency pressure fluctuations
that start at t¼ 4 s and then decrease at t¼ 6 s. After the breakup of
Fig. 8. Variation of static pressure in time for two probe locations during shutdown.
Fig. 9. Fast Fourier Transform of the fluctuating pressure in the stationary conditions at the beginning and end of the sequence (BEP and minimum load).
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2333
Fig. 10. Spectrogram of fluctuating pressure signal throughout shutdown sequence.
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appear (see particularly Fig. 10d). Later, the amplitudes of the low
frequencies increase at the minimum load condition due to the
recreation of large flow structures in the draft tube.
The time-dependent amplitudes of the main frequencies are
extracted from the STFT analysis and shown in Fig. 11. The VL2
runner blade passing frequency (30fn) is constant in the initial BEP
condition (t ¼ 0e1 s) and starts to reduce when the transient
shutdown and flow rate reduction initiates. The amplitude slightly
increases when the RVR breaks up (at t ¼ 6 s), and then again de-
creases to a constant value in the minimum load condition. Most
significant, the amplitude of the 0.3fn frequency increases drasti-
cally after t ¼ 4 s, indicating the formation of the RVR.
The wide range of frequencies observed in the frequency spec-
trum analysis can be classified into two categories, namely, deter-
ministic and stochastic frequencies. The deterministic frequencies
mostly originate from physical phenomena such as rotor-stator
interaction, vortex rope, surge effects, etc., whereas the stochastic
frequencies can arise from local flow structures, such as trailing
edge vortex shedding, vortex break-down, as well as numerical
errors (or measurement uncertainties in experiments). Generally,
hydraulic turbines are expected to be dominated by deterministic
frequencies at design conditions. The effect of stochastic2334frequencies becomes more significant at off-design conditions [5]
where it may affect the lifetime of the machines [70,71]. A coher-
ence analysis [72] may be performed to determine the determin-
istic and stochastic frequencies, revealing information about the
correlation (level of in-phase or out-of-phase) between the pres-
sure signals in the different probes.
The time-dependent coherences between the fluctuating pres-
sure signals of the VL2, DT5, and DT6 probes are shown in Fig. 12.
The coherence between the signals of the VL2 sensor (in the
vaneless space) and DT6 (in the draft tube) can reveal the global
deterministic frequencies. The coherence between the signals of
the DT5 and DT6 sensors (both in draft tube and 180 apart)
specifies the draft tube local frequencies. It is seen in Fig. 12a that
the runner blade frequency (30fn) and half that frequency (15fn,
corresponding to the full-length runner blades) are always in-
phase between the VL2 and DT6 sensors, with a coherence of
one. However, other frequencies, that are mostly related to local
flow conditions, are out-of-phase and thus give a small coherence.
On the other hand, the coherence between DT5 and DT6 (in
Fig. 12b) shows that all the frequencies at BEP are in-phase. As
expected, an attached flow field should exist in the draft tube at BEP
with no significant local vortical structures, meaning that although
DT5 and DT6 are located at opposite sides of the draft tube cone,
Fig. 11. Variation of fluctuating pressure amplitude over time.
Fig. 12. Time-dependent coherence of fluctuating pressure signals of VL2, DT5, and DT6 probes in the full shutdown sequence.
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when the transient shutdown sequence initiates, a stagnant region
develops which results in the formation and collapse of local
vortices with different time and length scales. Consequently, sto-
chastic low-frequency fluctuations are generated and expanded to
a wide range of frequencies as the shutdown sequence proceeds,
which can be detected as an out-of-phase region with small signal
coherence in Fig. 12b. This wide range of frequencies is cut by the
coherent full-length runner blade passing frequency (15fn), as can
be most clearly seen at the end of the time series. This frequency is
related to the trailing edges of the full-length runner blades, and
their wakes that are advected into the draft tube.
The four additional pressure probe locations GV1, GV2, GV3, and
GV4, shown in Fig. 13, are here used for a thorough analysis of the
flow behavior in that region. The variation of static pressure and the
amplitude of its fluctuations from the instantaneous mean value
are found in Fig. 14. The GV1 and GV2 pressures increase during the
shutdown sequence, while the GV3 and GV4 pressures decrease.
This could be explained through the positioning of these probes2335with respect to the touching location of guide vanes in a fully closed
situation. As seen in Fig. 13, when the guide vanes are fully closed
the GV1 and GV2 probes will be located on the upstream side of the
guide vanes (casing side) while GV3 and GV4 are on the down-
stream (runner side). Thus, GV1 and GV2 pressures increases
because of flow rate reduction, and whilst GV3 and GV4 pressure
reduce due to augmentation of guide vanes pressure drop through
the reducing clearance between the guide vanes. Ultimately, at a
full shutdown procedure, when the guide vanes are fully closed and
flow rate is zero, the GV1 and GV2 pressures approach turbine inlet
pressure whereas GV3 and GV4 pressures reach turbine outlet
pressure. A zoomed view of the pressure fluctuations at BEP during
90 of runner rotation is shown in Fig. 14b. The effect of RSI fluc-
tuations is clearly visible in all probes and their magnitudes
decrease with distance from the runner blades. However, at the
minimum load condition (Fig. 14c) it is the GV3 probe that shows
the strongest fluctuations, with an additional frequency of roughly
half the runner blade passing frequency.
Fig. 15 shows the time-variation of amplitudes of the blade
Fig. 13. Locations of guide vane domain numerical pressure probes.
Fig. 14. Static pressure variation at the guide vane domain numerical pressure probes.
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transient sequence. The GV3 amplitude increases substantially for
both frequencies after t ¼ 6 s, while the amplitudes for the other
probes are nearly constant for 15fn and decrease for 30fn. The in-
crease in the GV3 amplitudes happens to be at the same time as
when the vortex rope starts to break up, but if the vortex rope
breakupwould be the cause it should affect the GV4 probe the same
way. A more likely reason is that a guide vane trailing edge sepa-
ration frequency (e.g. vortex shedding) is captured by the GV3
probe, possibly amplified due to interaction with the runner blade
passing frequency. The vortical structures presented using iso-
surfaces of l2 ¼ 7500 s2 (more information on the l2 vortex2336identification method is given in Section 4.2.4) in Fig. 16 indicate a
complex flow field near the guide vane trailing edges at minimum
load condition, which could explain the rise in amplitude of the
GV3 15fn frequency.
Fig. 17 presents the coherence between the GV1 and GV4 pres-
sure fluctuations. A strong coherence is visible at BEP, where almost
all frequencies are in phase. However, when the turbine moves to
the part load condition, stochastic low frequencies associated with
different flow structures (such as trailing edge separation and
vortex rope breakup) becomemore andmore out-of-phase. Despite
that, the deterministic frequencies (blade passing frequency and its
harmonics) remain in phase, even in the minimum load condition.
Fig. 15. Variation of fluctuations amplitude at the guide vane domain numerical pressure probes.
Fig. 16. Iso-surface of l2 ¼ 7500 s2, displaying vortex shedding near guide vane
trailing edges at minimum load condition.
Fig. 17. Time-dependent coherence of fluctuating pressure signals of GV1 and GV4.
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It is of utmost importance to conduct a force analysis of hy-
draulic turbines during transient operation since fluctuating forces
could seriously affect the lifetime of the machines. An investigation2337of the forces exerted on the runner surfaces (i.e., hub, band, full-
length blades, and splitter blades) is here conducted.
The x (horizontal) and z (axial) components of the force exerted
on the runner are plotted in Fig. 18. The y-direction force is similar
to that of the x-direction and is omitted here for brevity. As ex-
pected, the forces are mostly originating from the static pressure
and the viscous forces are comparatively small. It is seen that Fx
oscillates around a non-zero positive value at the BEP condition. It
means that the incoming flow to the runner is not distributed fully
axisymmetric, which is not ideal. Large oscillations appear in Fx
after t¼ 4 s when the vortex rope is formed, and the oscillations are
dampened as the vortex collapses. A weaker low-frequency oscil-
lation is established at theminimum load condition. The axial force,
Fz, decreases with the load reduction. It is initially positive (up-
ward) due to the pressure distribution of the runner. At around
t ¼ 4 s, when the vortex rope is formed, Fz becomes negative owing
to the creation of a large low-pressure separated flow region in the
draft tube near the runner outlet. The fluctuating part of the axial
force (F 0z) also shows large oscillations both between t ¼ 4 s and
t ¼ 7 s and at minimum load condition. The oscillations of axial
force at the minimum load are much larger than the corresponding
oscillations of the horizontal force. This shows that the large in-
stabilities at minimum load are mostly of plunging type.
An STFT analysis is performed on the runner forces and the re-
sults are exhibited as spectrograms in Fig. 19. The runner blade
frequency, denoted by fb, is a deterministic dominant frequency
throughout the entire shutdown sequence. Furthermore, its har-
monics are also excited and visible in the spectrogram contours. It
can be seen in the zoomed view of Fx (Fig. 19b) that also the runner
rotation frequency (fn) is significant until t¼ 4 s. This frequency was
also seen at the BEP condition in Fig. 18a, where the force has a low-
frequency oscillating mode with a period of approximately 0.18 s,
corresponding to the runner rotation. It diminishes as the RVR is
formed, and vanishes in a broad range of stochastic frequencies at
the minimum load condition. Another high-deterministic fre-
quency is seen around 11.2fb at the BEP condition, for both the
horizontal and axial forces. The frequency and its amplitude are
both reduced during the initial part of the shutdown sequence, and
it vanishes before t ¼ 4 s. The reduction of the excited frequency
during the transient sequence suggests that the frequency is not
induced by the rotor-stator interaction, since the rotational speed
remains constant. Instead, it should be correlated to a flow struc-
ture that exists at the BEP condition and then decays during the
Fig. 18. Variation of components of forces exerted on the runner during shutdown sequence.
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oscillating von Karman street behind the guide vanes trailing edges,
runner blades trailing edges, or blunt runner cone. Vibrations due
to von Karman vortex streets occur frequently in hydraulic turbines
[73]. However, the definite origin of this frequency is not yet clear
and requires further investigations.
The axial force spectrogram has less distinct frequencies, indi-
cating awide range of stochastic fluctuations throughout thewhole
shutdown sequence. In other words, stochastic frequencies origi-
nating from small local flow structures mostly influence the axial
force rather than the horizontal force. This is also noticeable in the
zoomed views of Fig. 18a and c, where the Fz fluctuations are more
chaotic than the Fx fluctuations. Further, the amplitude of 11.2fb
frequency is smaller for the axial force than for the horizontal force.4.2.3. Velocity field variation
The experimentally measured velocity field is available for the
entire shutdown sequence along the three lines shown in Fig. 2. The
present numerical results are compared with the experimental
data to validate the results and to give a better understanding of the
draft tube flow field during the turbine shutdown.
The time-variation of the numerical and experimental results of
the axial (W), horizontal (U), and normal (V) velocity components
along the three PIV lines are shown in Figs. 20e22. The comparison
of the axial velocity component reveals a very good similarity2338between the numerical and experimental results at all three lines.
Lines 1 and 2 show rather similar trends through time in both sets
of results. The contours display a statistically quasi-steady flow field
at BEP (t < 1 s). The magnitude of the axial velocity first increases
when going from the draft tube walls (s/smax ¼ 0,1) to the center (s/
smax ¼ 0.5), and then slightly decreases at the center because of the
wake behind the runner cone. This was also seen in the time-
averaged axial velocity profiles at BEP in Fig. 7. The numerical re-
sults at BEP reveal small temporal oscillations at the center, most
likely due to the von Karman vortex street behind the runner blunt
cone. When the transient sequence starts to reduce the flow rate at
t¼ 1 s the magnitude of the axial velocity initially decreases mostly
in the region 0.1 < s/smax < 0.9. At t ¼ 4 s, when the RVR starts
forming, the reduction of the magnitude of the axial velocity rea-
ches further out. The inception of a reversed flow region is observed
at the center of both Lines 1 and 2, at about t ¼ 2.25 s and t ¼ 2.6 s
for the numerical and experimental results, respectively. The
recirculation region expands with a conical shape in time and
forces the main flow to the periphery of the draft tube. After t ¼ 6 s
the reversed flow region covers the entire PIV lines, and amassively
separated flow field occurs downstream the runner at the mini-
mum load condition. Large oscillations in the axial velocity are
visible due to the RVR between t ¼ 4 s and t ¼ 6 s, which decreases
after the disintegration of vortex rope. The axial velocity on Line 3
shows the same inception of the recirculation as discussed for Lines
Fig. 19. Spectrogram of fluctuating forces.
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mental results, respectively. It can be seen that the inception occurs
instantly along the entire Line 3, as a sudden change in flow char-
acteristics in the draft tube [74].
The horizontal velocity component (Fig. 21) is mostly oscillating
around zero. It is most obvious in the numerical results that the
horizontal velocity oscillations are temporarily increased between
t ¼ 4 s and t ¼ 6 s when the RVR is formed in the draft tube. As the
RVR collapses, the large oscillations dampen out and again go back
to smaller fluctuations around zero. A similar effect can also be seen
in the experimental data, although with smaller amplitudes. It is
first of all important to remember that the time-averaged results at
BEP showed that the experimental data was not taken at the center
of the vortex, as discussed in Section 4.1. This could also have some
effect on this transient analysis. One must also realize that the
sampling frequency of the instantaneous PIV measurements is
rather low and that such data is often averaged over both a small
time window and over a small spatial region. Such averaging
smoothens out fluctuations. Given that the numerical and experi-
mental data show similar behavior, the numerical results are vali-
dated and extend the experimental results with additional
resolution of the unsteady effects.
The time-variation of the numerical normal velocity component
is also illustrated in Fig. 22. It should be recalled that no2339experimental data is available for this component. A weak swirling
flow seems to exist on Lines 1 and 2 at the BEP condition. When the
shutdown initiates, the swirl direction changes and the normal
velocity magnitude gradually enhances as the flow rate reduces.
The physical explanation for the change in the swirl direction and
magnitude is presented later in the current section. In the part load
condition, the formation of the RVR makes the swirling flow un-
stable and the vortex center (zero normal velocity) oscillate
remarkably between t ¼ 4 s and t ¼ 6 s. After that, the central
stagnant region, corresponding to near-zero normal velocities, ex-
pands and the RVR collapses. The same effect is seen on Line 3,
where the magnitude of the normal velocity is always near zero,
except for the period in which the RVR is formed.
Since a URANS simulation is performed, it is expected that some
portion of turbulent kinetic energy is resolved. The ratio between




helps to identify how well resolved the captured structures are.
kresolved can be computed through
Fig. 20. Time-variation of axial velocity (W) along experimental PIV lines.









where ui is the fluctuating part of velocity in direction i, calculated
using window averaging. Fig. 23 displays the time-variation of the
above-explained ratio r during shutdown sequence. At BEP the ratio
is near one in around the center, indicating well resolution of the
central flow structures of the draft tube.When the shutdown starts,
the ratio increases, and between t ¼ 4 s and t ¼ 6 s is near one on
the whole Line 1 and 2. In other words, the draft tube structures,
such as RVR, are well resolved in the current study.
In order to perform further analysis of the velocity field, Points 1
and 2 are defined on Line 1 (see Fig. 2) and the velocity components
are compared in Fig. 24. The radius of the points are
RPoint1 ¼ 46.5 mm and RPoint2 ¼ 106.2 mm, corresponding the
normalized curve lengths of s/smax ¼ 0.332 and 0.075, respectively.
Thus, Point 1 is close to the axis while Point 2 is nearer to the wall.
As explained for the velocity contours in Figs. 20e22, the horizontal
velocity fluctuates around a near-zero instantaneous mean. The
horizontal velocity fluctuations grow significantly after t ¼ 2.5 s in
Point 1, while a corresponding growth in Point 2 starts later at
t ¼ 3.5 s. This shows that a vortical structure is initiated close to the
center since it affects Point 1 sooner than Point 2. The structure
grows radially in time, and eventually reaches Point 2. This was also
seen in Fig. 21, where a weak conical shape is developing in the
middle. Large oscillations are visible after the creation of the RVR.
They decay as the RVR diminishes and reach a moderate level at
minimum load. Both instantaneous mean and fluctuation ampli-
tudes are in acceptable agreement with the experimental data.2340However, it can be seen that the numerical results reveal a slightly
more deterministic signal during the time of the vortex rope. This
difference can be due to limited resolution in the PIV sampling
frequency, or due to the modeling of the smallest scales in the
numerical results.
The magnitude of the axial velocity reduces in both points when
the guide vanes start to close down (which is directly related to a
reduction in flow rate through the machine). The reduction rate is
sharper for Point 1 because it is close to the center and is more
affected by the formation of the vortex rope. The recirculation re-
gion, determined byW 0, reaches Point 1 at about t¼ 4s and Point
2 at about t ¼ 6s. The numerical and experimental data show
similar values for both trends and fluctuations of the axial velocity
component. It is worth mentioning that the y-axis range of the W
plot is larger and thus the velocity fluctuations may seem smaller.
The normal velocity component, V, is also presented in Fig. 24 to
assess the swirling flow in the draft tube. No experimental data is
available to compare with, due to limitations in the experimental
setup. On these points, a positive V is in the same direction of the
runner rotation, according to the right-hand rule and the definition
of the axial direction. In order to understand the variation of the
swirling flow during the load variation one can look at the velocity







represent the blade rotating (circumferential)
velocity vector, the fluid relative velocity vector, and the fluid ab-
solute velocity vector, respectively. The rotational speed of the
runner is constant during the transient sequence. Therefore, the
magnitude and direction of the U
⃗
vector are fixed at all conditions.
The b2 angle measures the angle between the relative velocity
vector and the blade velocity vector at the runner trailing edge.
Fig. 21. Time-variation of horizontal velocity (U) along experimental PIV lines.
Fig. 22. Time-variation of normal velocity (V) along experimental PIV lines.
S. Salehi, H. Nilsson, E. Lillberg et al. Renewable Energy 179 (2021) 2322e2347Assuming that the flow is ideally guided by the blade at the trailing
edge, b2 is constant during the entire shutdown sequence. The
meridional velocity vector (Cm) is linearly correlated to the flow
rate. Water turbines are designed to have a circumferential
component (Cu) close to zero after the runner, at BEP, for which the
flow leaves the runner without any swirl (Fig. 25b). A higher flow
rate (high load) creates a negative (counter-rotating) swirl
(Fig. 25a), whereas a lower flow rate created a positive residual
swirl in the draft tube (Fig. 25c). Although the velocity triangle
theory might not be accurately valid throughout the whole2341shutdown sequence, it still helps to understand the variation of
swirling flow exiting the runner.
The tangential velocity component in Points 1 and 2 has a small
negative value during the BEP condition, meaning that the draft
tube flow has a low-intensity swirl in the opposite direction of the
runner rotation. In other words, the velocity triangle is slightly
shifted towards high load (Fig. 25a) at the beginning. A weak
swirling flow in the draft tube might be intentional in the design as
it can help the flow to stay attached to the draft tube walls and
therefore maintain the high efficiency of the machine. As the flow
Fig. 23. Time-variation of the ratio of resolved and total turbulent kinetic energy along experimental PIV lines.
Fig. 24. Time-variation of horizontal (U), axial (W), and normal (V) velocity components on Points 1 and 2 compared to the experimental PIV data.
Fig. 25. Velocity triangles on the runner trailing edge at different operating conditions.
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comes zero and the flow is thus locally momentarily non-swirling.
However, it can be seen that the tangential absolute velocity be-
comes zero at slightly different times in Points 1 and 2, suggesting a
more complex flow than the ideal one that can be described with
velocity triangles. A further reduction of the flow rate creates and
intensifies a swirl in the runner rotational direction. After a while,
the development of the RVR and its collapse results in fluctuating
tangential velocities. Point 1, which is closer to the inception of the
RVR, experiences the RVR sooner.4.2.4. Flow structures in the draft tube
This section is dedicated to investigating the flow structures that
are formed in the draft tube during the shutdown sequence.
Differentmethods are proposed and utilized in the literature to find
and display vortices in hydroturbines, For example, iso-surface of
static pressure, Q-criterion, D-criterion, l2-criterion, streamlines,
vorticity, helicity, etc [75]. Both the Q and l2-criterion methods
have been evaluated in the present analysis, and it was concluded
that they reveal rather similar flow structures in the draft tube of
the current case study. Therefore, the l2 vortex identification
method [76] is utilized in this study to identify and visualize the
draft tube vortical structures, such as the rotating vortex rope. It can
be shown that a vortex is a regionwith two negative eigenvalues of













Therefore, the second largest eigenvalue, l2, is negative inside a
vortex, and the vortex can be identified by an iso-surface of a
negative value of l2. It should be mentioned that in OpenFOAM the
eigenvalues of the S2 þ U2 tensor are given a negative sign after
they are computed, and therefore a positive value should be used
for the iso-surfaces. The l2 method has been successfully employed
to identify rotating vortex rope structures in Francis turbine draft
tube [14].
Fig. 26 presents vortical structures in the draft tube at different
times during the turbine shutdown sequence. The value for l2 iso-
surfaces was tuned to get the best visualization of vortical struc-
tures in the draft tube and l2 ¼ 750 s2 is employed for this pur-
pose. Additionally, in each figure, in-plane velocity vectors are
shown in three sections, demonstrating the secondary flow field.
Besides the time, the guide vane opening angle (a), and the turbine
load (normalized flow rate Q/QBEP) are presented for clarity.
The iso-surface shows a narrow vortex rope at BEP (t ¼ 0e1 s,
Fig. 26a). The vortex is nearly stationary at the design condition. The
velocity vectors show a weak counter-rotating vortex due to a
negative swirl residual at the outlet of the runner. The swirl seems to
enhance downstream, which is most likely due to the effect of sec-
ondary flows of the downstream elbow. When the transient
sequence starts, at t ¼ 1 s, the flow rate decreases, and thus the
negative swirl residual reduces and becomes momentarily zero (see
Fig. 25). Therefore, the slender vortex rope vanishes around t ¼ 1.6 s
(Fig. 26b). The secondary flow vectors also indicate that the flow is
almost swirl-free at the first section, while a negative swirl is still
visible at the second and third sections, showing that the change in
the runner outlet velocity triangle has not reached so far yet.
Thereafter, with further closing of the guide vanes, the turbine
goes into the part load condition (Fig. 26c), where the runner does
not completely extract the angular momentum of the flow and a
positive residual swirl remains at the outlet of the runner (Fig. 25c).
As previously shown in Fig. 20, after t ¼ 2 s the central high axial
velocity magnitude region diminishes, and a stagnant region2343develops at the axis. Consequently, a stationary vortex rope es-
tablishes at the center of the draft tube and develops both radially
and axially through time, due to the enhancement of swirling flow.
The in-plane vectors at the first and second cross-sections support
this analysis, where a positive swirl is visible which is stronger
around the center. On the contrary, the secondary flow at the third
cross-section has not yet sensed the change in the swirl direction
and is still counter-rotating.
Later on, at t ¼ 3 s (Fig. 26d), the central stagnant region de-
velops and the vortex rope core expands. Then the core becomes
unstable and complex rotating vortical structures are created from
the runner hub. Subsequently, with additional load reduction at
t¼ 3.6 s (Fig. 26e), the instability of the central vortex splits the core
into different vortices that rotate around the central axis. The
downstream part of the initial vortex core is detached and washed
away. At this time two long vortex ropes are visible that are
attached to the runner cone. Furthermore, a few smaller vortical
structures are also generated. Moreover, the positive swirl, shown
by the tangential vectors at the three sections, is getting stronger as
the turbine goes more deeply into the part load condition.
Fig. 26f demonstrates the draft tube flow structures at the time
t ¼ 4.2 s, which has in the previous sections been identified as the
start time for the formation of the rotating vortex rope and its
accompanying high-amplitude fluctuations. Although not a single
RVR structure is visible at t ¼ 4.2 s, the helical vortex structures are
developing and gettingmore unstable. Then, after some time, some
of these vortical structures are merged together and create one
large rotating structure, as seen in Fig. 26g at t ¼ 4.8 s. Many small
vortical structures that are not integrated into the RVR are detached
and washed away with the flow. The velocity vectors still show an
enhancement of positive swirl due to the load reduction that results
in an increasing residual of angular momentum. The physical pro-
cess of the formation and collapse of the RVR is further discussed
later in this section.
The RVR rotates around the draft tube axis due to the instability
of the shear layer at the interface of the swirling outer and central
stagnant regions and stands in a new position at time t ¼ 5.4 s
(Fig. 26h). In contrast to a stationary part load condition, where a
stable RVR stays in the draft tube, the RVR does not remain stable
during the continuation of the shutdown sequence. The number of
detached small vortical structures increases in time. A while later,
at time t ¼ 6 s (Fig. 26i), the RVR is fully disintegrated into smaller
vortical structures that are not coherent and are washed away after
creation. At this point in time the RVR breaks up and the high-
amplitude pulsations end.
Hereafter, only small vortices are formed and carried away with
the upstream flow, which causes a broad range of stochastic fre-
quencies (Fig. 26j). This can be seen in Fig. 10d, where after the
vanishing RVR a wide range of frequencies are visible in the fluc-
tuating part of the DT6 pressure. However, the further load
reduction to t ¼ 7.4 s washes down most of the small structures,
and some larger structures are formed due to a massively separated
flow in the elbow region. The transient shutdown sequence finishes
at t ¼ 8 s, when the guide vanes stop moving, but the flow is not
developed yet and needs some time to adapt to the new operating
condition. Therefore, the final figure is shown at time t ¼ 10 s,
where the flow has reached a quasi-stationary condition. As seen in
Fig. 27l, the small vortical structures are removed and only a few
large ones are visible around the elbow. The new large structures
are stable and remain in the draft tube and cause low-frequency
high-amplitude fluctuations. The effect of such fluctuations is
previously shown in the analysis of pressures and forces in the
minimum load condition (for instance, Fig. 9).
The physics of the formation of rotating vortex ropes can be
explained through the mechanism of KelvineHelmholtz instability
Fig. 26. Illustration of draft tube vortical structures using iso-surfaces of l2 ¼ 750 s2 at different times corresponding to different guide vane openings (a).
S. Salehi, H. Nilsson, E. Lillberg et al. Renewable Energy 179 (2021) 2322e2347[77,78]. A stagnant regionwith a reversed axial flow is developed in
the central region of the draft tube due to the development of a
wake behind the runner cone. In addition, a highly swirling flow
forms in the outer region, around the stagnant region, flowing
downstream with great axial velocity. As the turbine goes deeper
into the part load condition, the outer swirling flow enhances and
thus the inner low-velocity region enlarges. Accordingly, sharp
shear layers evolve in the draft tube at the interface of the central
stagnant region and the swirling outer flow. The instability of the
shear layer results in a rolling up of the interface and the creation of2344the rotating vortex structure. This is visualized in Fig. 27a, where
both the RVR and the stagnant region are shown at t ¼ 4.6 s, cor-
responding to a guide vane opening angle of a¼ 5.32 and a turbine
load of 55.5%. The blue iso-surface of zero axial velocity (W ¼ 0)
reveals the stagnant region, while the RVR is shown by a red iso-
surface of l2 ¼ 750 s2. It is clearly seen that the RVR is formed at
the interface of the stagnant and outer swirling flow regions. Thus,
it is helically wrapped around the central low-velocity region. The
RVR rotates around the central blue region with the approximate
normalized frequency of f/fn z 0.3. Not only does the RVR produce
Fig. 27. Vortical structures (red, l2 ¼ 750 s2) and stagnant regions (blue, W ¼ 0) at
t ¼ 4.6 and 6.6 s.
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turbine, but it can also increase the risk of cavitation due to the
pressure drop within the vortex. As explained, the creation of a
large stagnant region behind the runner cone is essential for the
formation of the RVR. Thus, it is possible to reduce or remove the
RVR by somehow diminishing the central wake region. Some at-
tempts have been reported in the literature to reduce such
damaging effects [79]. However, developing an efficient way of
mitigation of RVR is still an open research area.
The process of the decay and disintegration of RVR can be
clarified using the developing central stagnant region. Fig. 27b re-
veals the l2¼ 750 s2 (red) andW¼ 0 (blue) iso-surfaces indicating
the vortical structures and stagnant region at t ¼ 6.6 s, where the
coherent RVR structure no longer exists. Comparing the low-
velocity region to that of t ¼ 4.6 s (Fig. 27a) clarifies that the stag-
nant region is inflating in time due to continuous growth of swirl2345intensity and flow rate reduction. This is also confirmed by the axial
velocity contours presented in Fig. 20, where the reversed flow
region is ceaselessly expanding during the shutdown sequence. As
a result, the annulus space occupied by the high swirling down-
ward outer flow region shrinks. Consequently, the RVR becomes
unstable and breaks down into smaller vortical structures.
5. Conclusion
A detailed analysis of the transient flow field of a Francis turbine
during a shutdown sequence was performed in this work. To the
best of our knowledge, it is the first time that a comprehensive and
in-depth numerical investigation is performed on a Francis turbine
shutdown sequence. The computations were carried out using the
OpenFOAM open-source CFD code.
The simulations were validated against experimental data at the
stationary BEP condition. It was shown that the time-averaged axial
velocity field in the draft tube was very well captured. A slight shift
was observed between the experimental and numerical horizontal
components, and a reason for that was discussed. Additionally, the
turbine performance characteristics at BEP were calculated and
compared to measurements to further validate the accuracy of the
simulations.
The amplitude and frequency of the rotor-stator interaction
pressure fluctuations in the vaneless space were accurately
captured, compared to the experimental data. The blade passing
frequency (fb¼ 30fn) was dominant throughout thewhole sequence
in the vaneless space, while the low-frequency oscillations gener-
ated by the flow structures in the draft tube dominate the pressure
fluctuations of the draft tube pressure probes. Low-frequency high-
amplitude pulsations caused by the formation of the RVR started at
around t ¼ 4 s and decayed after t ¼ 6 s due to the collapse of the
vortex rope. At the minimum load condition, a wide range of sto-
chastic frequencies was observed in both the vaneless space and the
draft tube, which was described through the guide vane vortex
shedding and the breakdown of small vortical structures in the draft
tube. A signal coherence study revealed that the low-frequency
pressure fluctuations due to flow structures, such as RVR, are out-
of-phase for two probes located at opposite sides in the draft tube.
The axial force exerted on the runner, which is initially upward,
decreases and changes direction. Both the axial and horizontal
forces exhibit remarkable pulsations at part load with the creation
of the RVR. At the minimum load condition, the pulsations of the
horizontal force are significantly smaller than the part load, while
axial force still shows large pulsations. The axial force fluctuations
are more chaotic than the horizontal ones, and its spectrogram
shows a range of excited stochastic frequencies, whereas the hor-
izontal force mostly fluctuates with deterministic frequencies.
The time-variation of the axial velocity field in the draft tube
indicates the development of a reversed flow region around the
center. All three velocity components showed large oscillation due
to the formation of the RVR between t¼ 4 s and t¼ 6 s. The velocity
component normal to the experimental PIV plane revealed a weak
counter-rotating swirl at BEP. As the flow rate decreases, the normal
velocity component becomes momentarily zero, and then a posi-
tive swirl forms and intensifies.
The l2-criterionwas employed to describe the flow structures in
the draft tube. The physical phenomena behind the formation and
collapse of the RVR were explained in detail. A slender vortex rope
was present at BEP and vanished after a short while into the
transient sequence and then another stationary vortex rope es-
tablishes at the center. It becomes unstable and complex rotating
vortical structures are created from the runner hub. Later, some of
these vortical structures are merged together and create one large
rotating structure, i.e. the RVR. The central stagnant region inflates
S. Salehi, H. Nilsson, E. Lillberg et al. Renewable Energy 179 (2021) 2322e2347in time and makes the RVR unstable, resulting in its disintegration
into smaller structures. At the minimum load, the small vortical
structures are washed away and only a few large ones remain near
the elbow.
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